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1. Type of School 

Subsidized primary school 

established in 1964

2. Facilities

12 classrooms，1 school hall, 1 

playground, 

3. Teaching Staff

26 teachers     (6 levels X 2 = 12 

classes)

4. .Background of Students

Socio-economic status: Low  (SEN, 

NCS)  



Cinderalla, Primary 5



What are the needs of the students?

What will they be assessed on?

What should I focus on/ remove?

Do I need to cover all of this material?



Task:

 Students describe Cinderella and her sisters 

with at least two positive adjectives or two 

negative adjectives.  

 They need to support the descriptions with 

evidence from the text.

 Peer editing (Assessment As Learning).

 Students’ work was displayed and feedback 

given by the teacher.

When learning activities relate directly to learning 

objectives and assessments accurately measure what 

students are learning, it is easier to hit your targets.



Vocabulary Inventory

Assessment for Learning

Needs analysis

Helps design focused lessons

Through co-planning and sharing, 

the local English teachers (LETs) 

would share the results/data with 

me, then we used that data to 

identify strengths and weakness so 

we could adapt the text in a more 

appropriate and relevant context.



Cinderella
I always help do the housework from 

day to night. My sisters make me do 

ALL of the housework. I like to help, 

but sometimes it is too much.

I always have good manners, I smile 

to everyone.

I always share my food with small 

wounded animals.

I never tell lies. I am nice to my 

sisters but they laugh at me all the 

time and often lock me in the room. 

However, I don’t hate them. They 

are my sisters.

Reading Text: 
Ugly sisters



While-Reading Task

 Students will be able to:

-scan for specific information

-identify details to support an idea

(Reading Strategies)

 complete a character profile which describes 
the character with supporting evidence

(Transfer what have been learnt in pre-lesson   
task)



Assessment as Learning

-Pair-work

-Peer checking

Students become active 

participants in their own assessment.

- Self-assessment develops a 

sense of ownership and allows 

students to take charge of their 

learning, through which they can 

take active steps to modify their 

learning goals and improve their 

learning. 





Through developing assessment capable students, teachers can help students 

develop autonomy and self-regulation, which are skills increasingly needed for 

the globalized world.



Book report:

CHARLIE AND THE CHOCOLATE FACTORY

by

ROALD DAHL



-When assessment 

is aligned with 

instruction, both 

students and 

teachers benefit. 



For more able students

NET teacher helped to rewrite the reading text



For less able students



While-Reading Task

 Students will be able to:

-scan for specific information

-identify details to support an idea

(Reading Strategies)

 complete a character profile which describes the 
character with supporting evidence

(Transfer what have been learnt in pre-lesson task)



Character’s 
Name

What is the
character’s
personality?

What does 

the  character 

look like?

What does the  

character do?



What is the
character’s
personality?

What does the  

character look like?

What does the  

character do?



Word count 

240

Student Work Sample



SOLO taxonomy can be taught to students such that they can 

learn to write progressively more difficult answers or prompts.

Teach students to self-assess and promote self-

reflection. Effective feedback is essential.

This is where feedback becomes part of 

assessment for learning.

Ineffective feedback:     

‘’Good effort’’           ’

‘’Well done’’                      

‘’B+ or 64%’’ 

More effective feedback:

‘’Your work is clear and engaging. Please 

provide at least two details from the text 

to support your idea.’’

‘’This is good, but how could you make it 

great’’

‘Can you add a sentence stretcher 

anywhere?’’







Alignment of learning and assessment

-Students are more likely to learn because 

instruction is focused and because they are 

assessed on what they are taught. 

-Teachers are also able to focus, making the best 

use of their time. 

-Because assessment involves real learning, they 

can integrate assessment into daily instruction and 

classroom activities

Raises expectations of students and increases their 

confidence, efficacy and autonomy.

On going cycle that merges learning with assessment. All 

stakeholders learn the value of assessment.

Promotes the use of learning life long skills which are 

vital not only for our students, but also the teachers.



Assessment Tool & Design



Phase 2

15

17-18    2nd Term

 Improve assessment tools and designs

 New assessment modes and question formats 

leads to faster changes in  teaching strategies



A framework is provided for analyzing question 

difficulty levels, content validity and construct validity

to enhance teachers’ assessment literacy.

Post-test evaluation & analysis

The number of 

students

What does this 

indicate?



Analyze students’ 

answers to locate 

weaknesses and 

difficulties



Evidence shown on test paper

i) Wrongly spelt words were found in 

sections with target words given

ii) Worse performance found in sections with words provided.

iii) Not enough words written in the writing ask.

iv) Failed to comprehend the reading text.

i) Improve questions types and modes

ii)Redefine text content

Assessment FOR Learning



Items Assessed Parts Weighing Total

Reading Comprehension   (2 Parts) G

H

8

10

18

Chapter Language Form  &   Language Use

1 Adv of frequency & vocab items A 8

1-4 Prepositions B 6

1-4 Question words C 5

67

1-4 Tenses15 D 9

2 Comparative adjectives (+er) E 5

1 Gerund F 6

3 Comparative &Superlative adjectives

(+more / most)

I 8

4 Comparative &Superlative adjectives

(better, best / worse, worst)

J 5

1-4

KIP

Proofreading K 10

KIP Vocab items L 5

Writing  Chapter 1-2 M 15

Original Exam Paper cover sheet



Create a more detailed blueprint of the assessmentOptimized

version

Distribution 

of marks

cater for 

learners 

diversity

NOT only 

testing 

students’

remembering



Amendments in  Assessment design

Blank filling with options given Version 1



Assessment format changed

Options are not given

Version 2 

From ‘remembering’ to 

‘understanding’

Students need to read the 

context clues and think 

about the correct answers



Raise expectations in daily dictation.

Alignment of learning content and assessment. 

Focused revision on target vocabulary.



Change of teaching mode:
Multisensory Teaching Method More visual 

aid resources 

to cater for 

learner 

diversity



Student Work Sample



Final Examination

Section on Vocabulary

Alignment of learning and 

assessment 



Phase  3

18-19    1st Term

Continue to refine the present assessment policies

and explore classroom assessment.



A. Tommy learned some verbs from the story, ‘When Barney went to the Vet’. Help 

him change the verbs into past tense.  (10% @2%) 

Present tense Past tense 

        bark barked 

        see saw 

        wag wagged 

startle startled 

        put put 

        come came 

 

Shamshuipo Kaifong Welfare Association Primary School 
 

  2015-2016 1
st
 Term General English Test Answers 

 

100 

Class: P. 5 __   Name：                     (   ) Date:                

 

E. It is Tommy’s birthday party tomorrow. His mother is going to get everything 
ready for it. Complete her diary using the past participle (p.p.) of each given 
verb. (5% @1%) 

 

8 October 2015                                      Cloudy 

It is my birthday today. I   have been   (be) so happy for a week because all my 

friends are going to come to my birthday party today. My younger sister                               

has made  (make) a nice big birthday card for me. My older brother                               

has drawn  (draw) me a beautiful picture. My father    has bought   (buy) me a 

robot. My mother   has gone   (gone) to the supermarket to buy a lot of food for the 

party. However, my baby brother  has not helped  (not help) with anything.  

 

13 

 

Past paper

More focused on 

drilling format 



John (1) was (be) only two years old when he 

first (2) came (come) to Hong Kong. He (3) has 

lived (live) in Hong Kong for twenty years . John 

(4) is (be) a writer.

Last week, his son, David,(5) fought (fight ) 

with his classmates. John said to his son, ‘Be a 

good kid! You should ( 6) not fight (not fight ) 

with your classmates.’ David promised that he 

will behave well at school in the future.

Revised  

version

Testing 

students’

Understanding

& Application



Tailor-made 

teaching 

materials



Game-based learning





Impact on teachers:

1. Better alignment of learning and assessment

2.   Raises expectations of students

3. Perceptions of better-quality teaching:   

appropriate learning objectives and

tailor-made teaching materials



Impact on students:

1. Student are better engaged in lessons and

become more motivated.

2. Assessment AS/ FOR  learning helps 

students reflect on their own learning. 

3. Students are more interested in learning 

English.


